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(57) ABSTRACT 

Microelectronic spring contacts With ?ducial alignment 
marks for use on a semiconductor Wafer contactor or similar 

apparatus, and methods for making such marks, are dis 
closed. Each alignment mark is placed on a pad adjacent to 
a contact tip. The alignment mark is positioned on the pad 
so that it Will not contact the terminal or any other part of a 
Wafer under test. The alignment mark and the contact tip are 
preferably positioned on the pad in the same lithographic 
step. Then, the pad and like pads, selected ones of Which also 
have similar alignment marks, are attached to the ends of an 
array of resilient contact elements. A plurality of alignment 
marks in accurate registration With a plurality of contact tips 
on a contactor is thus disclosed. Con?gurations for ensuring 
that the alignment marks remain free of debris and easily 
located for essentially the entire life of the contactor are 
disclosed, as are Various di?cerent exemplary shapes of 
alignment marks. 
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FIDUCIAL ALIGNMENT MASKS ON 
MICROELECTRONIC SPRING CONTACTS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 
[0002] The present invention relates to components for 
testing of semiconductor devices, and more particularly to 
?ducial alignment marks on microelectronic contacts for use 
on probe cards, contactors, and similar components. 

[0003] 2. Description of Related Art 

1. Field of the Invention 

[0004] Testing of semiconductor devices, particularly 
Wafer-level testing done prior to singulation of semiconduc 
tor devices from a Wafer, is frequently performed using a 
component, such as a contactor assembly having a plurality 
of microelectronic contacts, each of Which contacts a ter 
minal pad, solder ball, or other such terminal on the Wafer. 
Because of the very ?ne pitch at Which the terminals on the 
Wafer are disposed, and the correspondingly small scale of 
the microelectronic contact structures, alignment of contacts 
and the terminals on the Wafer is accomplished With the help 
of special alignment machines and methods. 

[0005] According to one prior art alignment method, at 
least three alignment marks (sometimes called “?ducial” 
alignment marks) are placed on the Wafer at an earlier device 
manufacturing stage. The position of these marks is knoWn 
With a high degree of accuracy relative to the terminals or 
contact pads on the Wafer. On the contactor, comparably 
accurate alignment marks are not present. This has limited 
the accuracy With Which certain types of contactors, such as 
those With tungsten Wire contact elements, can be placed. 
Tungsten Wire contacts cannot be placed on the contactor 
With a high degree of accuracy, and hence cannot be 
maintained in registration With marks on the contactor. 
HoWever, certain other types of contactors, such as contac 
tors With composite contacts having lithographically placed 
contact tip structures as disclosed, for example, in US. Pat. 
No. 5,864,946 (Eldridge et al.), may be provided With a 
plurality of very accurately positioned spring contact tips. 

[0006] Generally, to be useful as an alignment mark, a 
mark must be positioned With an accuracy that is at least 
one-half the ?nest pitch (spacing) betWeen adjacent termi 
nals on the Wafer. That is, the position of the alignment mark 
must be knoWn With certainty to be Within a sphere having 
a diameter no greater than one-half of the pitch of the 
terminals on the semiconductor device. For memory 
devices, many of Which have a pitch of about 80 microme 
ters (3.2 mil), an accuracy of at least about 40 micrometers 
(1.6 mil) is accordingly required. Because they are formed 
during the same lithographic steps used to create electronic 
features on the Wafer, Wafer alignment marks can be dis 
posed on the Wafer With the required accuracy. Lithographi 
cally placed contact tips on some types of contactors are also 
capable of being disposed on the contactor With comparable 
accuracy. 

[0007] According to the prior art alignment method, three 
or more of these lithographically placed contact tips are 
selected to serve the function of alignment marks during a 
subsequent positioning step. Typically, a relatively small ?at 
area on the distal end of the contact tips is used as a visual 
target. These ?at areas are relatively easy to see and distin 
guish using commonly used vision systems. Using the 
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alignment marks on the Wafer and the selected contact tips 
on the contactor as reference points, the Wafer and contactor 
are then positioned relative to one another so that each of the 
contact tips on the contactor can make contact With a 

corresponding terminal on the Wafer. Using this method, it 
is possible to make contact With an array of terminals 
disposed at a very ?ne pitch. 

[0008] Although the foregoing alignment method repre 
sents advancement over older methods in that it permits 
alignment With terminals disposed at pitches doWn to about 
40 micrometers, it suffers from certain limitations. One 
limitation is related to the use of spring contact tips for 
alignment of the contactor. During repeated applications of 
the contactor, such contact tips can become contaminated 
With debris (such as metal oxides or organic residue) from 
terminals on the Wafers under test. Such debris normally 
does not interfere With the electrical operation of the con 
tactor, but can make it dif?cult to locate the selected contact 
tips With the requisite degree of accuracy. The target areas on 
the contact tips may become obscured or dif?cult to see. As 
even ?ner pitches for terminals on semiconductors are 
tested, and the siZe of contact tips shrinks accordingly, this 
limitation of the prior art method becomes increasingly 
apparent and costly to overcome. It is desired, therefore, to 
provide an apparatus and method that overcomes the limi 
tations of the prior art method and yet is compatible With the 
installed base of vision and positioning systems. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0009] The present invention provides an apparatus and 
method for providing ?ducial alignment marks on a contac 
tor, that overcomes the limitations of prior art methods. 
According to an embodiment of the invention, an alignment 
mark is placed on a region or pad adjacent to the contact tip. 
The alignment mark is positioned on the pad so that it does 
not contact the terminal or any other part of the Wafer under 
test, preferably so that it remains free of debris from the 
contact tip after repeated use of the contactor. The alignment 
mark and the contact tip are preferably positioned on the pad 
in the same lithographic step. Then, the pad and like pads, 
selected ones of Which also have similar alignment marks, 
are attached With the assembled alignment marks and con 
tact tips to the ends of an array of resilient contact elements. 
A plurality of alignment marks in accurate registration With 
a plurality of contact tips on a contactor may thus be 
provided. The alignment marks may readily be located to 
Within an accuracy of at least about 3-5 pm (about 0.1 to 0.2 
mil), and so may be used in connection With Wafers having 
terminals disposed at a pitch as ?ne as about 20-30 pm 
(about 0.8 to 1.2 mil). Higher accuracies, such as positioning 
the alignment marks With an accuracy of about 1.5 microme 
ters (0.06 mil), are also believed to be attainable. Further 
more, the alignment marks, including any targets thereon, 
may be positioned so as to remain free of debris and, 
therefore, easily located for essentially the entire life of the 
contactor. The alignment marks may be provided in various 
different shapes, exemplary ones of Which are disclosed 
herein. 

[0010] A more complete understanding of the ?ducial 
alignment marks Will be afforded to those skilled in the art, 
as Well as a realiZation of additional advantages and objects 
thereof, by a consideration of the folloWing detailed descrip 
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tion of the preferred embodiment. Reference Will be made to 
the appended sheets of drawings Which Will ?rst be 
described brie?y. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0011] FIG. 1 is a perspective vieW at very high magni 
?cation of a cantilever-type microelectronic spring contact 
having a tip structure according to the invention With a 
co-located contact tip and alignment mark. 

[0012] FIG. 2A is a side elevation vieW of the spring 
contact shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0013] FIG. 2B is a side elevation vieW of the tip structure 
for the spring contact shoWn in FIG. 1. 

[0014] FIGS. 3A-3C are plan vieWs of exemplary alter 
native tip structures having co-located contact tips and 
alignment marks for use With a spring contact. 

[0015] FIGS. 4A-4B are side elevation and plan vieWs, 
respectively, of a tip portion of a spring contact, shoWing a 
circular-pad type of alignment mark and an adjacent contact 
tip. 

[0016] FIG. 5A is a plan vieW of an exemplary contactor 
having a plurality of microelectronic spring contacts, 
selected ones of Which have tip structures With alignment 
marks according to the invention. 

[0017] FIGS. 5C-5D are plan vieWs, at successively 
higher levels of magni?cation, of the spring contacts and tip 
structures With alignment marks on the exemplary contactor 
shoWn in FIG. 5A. 

[0018] FIG. SE is a plan vieW of a tip structure similar to 
that shoWn in FIG. 5D, having an alternative shape of 
alignment mark. 

[0019] FIG. 6 is a perspective vieW of a sacri?cial sub 
strate at an exemplary step of a process for making a 
plurality of tip structures like those shoWn in FIGS. 5A-5D. 

[0020] FIG. 7A is a cross-sectional vieW of a portion of 
the sacri?cial substrate shoWn in FIG. 6, shoWing etched 
features for forming a co-located contact tip and alignment 
mark in an exemplary step of a process for forming a spring 
contact With an alignment mark according to the invention. 

[0021] FIGS. 7B-7D are cross-sectional vieWs of a sac 
ri?cial substrate and materials layered thereon during exem 
plary steps of a process for forming a spring contact With an 
alignment mark according to the invention. 

[0022] FIG. 7E is a cross-sectional vieW shoWing a spring 
contact and tip structure With an alignment mark during an 
exemplary attachment step. 

[0023] FIG. 8A is a plan vieW shoWing an alternative 
structure With an alignment mark according to the invention 
and adjacent spring contacts having relatively small 
“microtip” contact tips on a contactor substrate. 

[0024] FIG. 8B is a cross-sectional vieW of the substrate 
and alternative structure shoWn in FIG. 8A. 

[0025] FIGS. 9A-9D are cross-sectional vieWs of a sac 
ri?cial substrate and materials layered thereon during exem 
plary steps of a process for forming recessed alignment 
marks and adjacent contact tips such as shoWn in FIG. 8B. 
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[0026] FIGS. 10A-10C are plan vieWs of an exemplary tip 
structure during steps of a process for forming an alignment 
mark using a tool for marking the tip structure after attach 
ment of the contact tip. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

[0027] The present invention provides a method and appa 
ratus for providing precise ?ducial alignment marks on 
microelectronic contacts and on contactors carrying a plu 
rality of microelectronic contacts. In the detailed description 
that folloWs, like element numerals are used to describe like 
elements shoWn in one or more of the ?gures. 

[0028] Referring to FIG. 1, in an embodiment of the 
invention, an alignment mark 116 is provided on microelec 
tronic spring structure 100. Spring structure 100 may be 
con?gured in various Ways as knoWn in the art. In the 
embodiment shoWn in FIG. 1, spring structure 100 is 
con?gured as disclosed in the commonly-oWned, co-pend 
ing application Ser. No. 09/746,716, ?led Dec. 22, 2000, 
Which is incorporated herein by reference, in its entirety. 
That is, microelectronic spring structure 100 comprises a 
group of column elements or posts 104, a cantilevered beam 
102 secured transverse to the group of column elements, and 
a contact tip 114 on a portion of the cantilevered beam distal 
from the column elements. In an alternative embodiment, a 
lithographically deposited post component is used instead of 
the column elements 104, as disclosed, for example, in the 
commonly-oWned, co-pending application Ser. No. 09/023, 
859, ?led Feb. 13, 1998. Additional examples of suitable 
microelectronic spring contacts for use With the present 
invention, and methods for making such contacts, are pro 
vided, e.g., by commonly-oWned, co-pending application 
Ser. No. 09/023,859, ?led Feb. 13, 1998, Ser. No. 09/364, 
788, ?led Jul. 30, 1999, and Ser. No. 09/7l0,539, ?led Nov. 
9, 2000, all of Which applications are incorporated herein, in 
their entirety, by reference. 

[0029] Each of the foregoing applications discloses meth 
ods, and the resulting spring structures, for making a micro 
electronic spring structure by depositing (such as by elec 
troplating) a resilient material on or in a sacri?cial layer over 
a substrate, and then removing the sacri?cial layer. The 
sacri?cial layer may be shaped to have a sloped or contoured 
region extending above and aWay from the substrate, such as 
by impressing a moldable (plastic) layer using a specially 
shaped forming tool to form a mold. In the alternative, or in 
addition, the sacri?cial layer is patterned to provide open 
ings revealing the substrate beloW it. A seed layer is depos 
ited over the sacri?cial layer and/or exposed region of the 
substrate, and patterned in the plan shape of the desired 
spring structure or component. The resilient layer is then 
plated onto the seed layer. The sacri?cial layer is removed, 
leaving beam, tip and/or post components that are subse 
quently assembled to provide structures like structure 100. 
In some embodiments, no assembly is required because the 
deposition/patteming steps provide a spring structure having 
a base portion attached to the substrate and a contoured 
and/or sloped beam extending therefrom. HoWever, each of 
the foregoing structures may include a contact tip that is 
precisely formed using a pattem-masking/etching process 
and assembled to the spring contact structure. Accordingly, 
the invention may be readily adapted for use With each of the 
foregoing structures and methods, and to any other structure 
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that provides a similar opportunity for precise formation of 
a contact tip to a microelectronic contact structure. 

[0030] As shoWn in FIG. 1, microelectronic contact struc 
ture 100 comprises a beam 102 having an upper surface 108 
that serves as a datum surface for attachment of a tip 

structure 110. To achieve precise planarity of surface 108, 
beam 102 is preferably formed by a lithographic process, for 
example, by deposition of a resilient material on a sacri?cial 
layer or substrate as described, e.g., in Ser. No. 09/023,859 
referenced above. As used herein, “sacri?cial layer” refers to 
a material, such as a photoresist, that is deposited on a 
substrate during formation of a desired component or struc 
ture, such as a microelectronic spring contact component, 
and later removed from the substrate. “Sacri?cial substrate” 
refers to a substrate that is attached to a desired component 
or structure, such as a microelectronic spring component, 
during its formation, and later removed from the component 
or structure. So long as structure 100 provides a datum 
surface 108 for attachment of a contact tip 114 and/or a tip 
structure 110, the remaining details of structure 100 may be 
con?gured in various different Ways. For the purpose of 
illustrating an exemplary application of the present inven 
tion, other details of structure 100 are described beloW, but 
it should be appreciated that the invention is not limited 
thereby. 

[0031] The beam 102 of structure 100 is secured to 
substrate 106 by column elements 104. Substrate 106 com 
prises a contactor for a semiconductor device, such as a 
semiconductor Wafer. Such contactors often comprise spe 
cially shaped slabs of ceramic materials having terminals on 
opposing major surfaces and internal electrical traces con 
necting each terminal on a ?rst surface With a corresponding 
terminal on a second surface. In the alternative, substrate 
106 may comprise some other electronic component, such 
as, for example, a probe card, or other printed circuit board; 
a semiconductor device, such as a silicon chip or Wafer; a 
ceramic material, or an electrical connector. Column ele 
ments 104 are typically attached to a terminal (not shoWn) 
of substrate 106, Which is in turn connected to a circuit 
element of an electronic component, such as, for example, 
an interconnect or interposer substrate, a semiconductor 
Wafer or die, a production or test interconnect socket; a 
ceramic or plastic semiconductor package, or chip carrier. 

[0032] Contact tip 114 is attached to surface 108 of beam 
102. In an embodiment of the invention, contact tip 114 is 
attached to pad (stand-o?‘) 112, Which is in turn mounted to 
surface 108. Together, contact tip 114 and pad 112 comprise 
tip structure 110. Tip structure 110 further comprises an 
alignment mark 116. Pad 112 is used to elevate contact tip 
114 above the upper surface 108 of beam 102, so that the 
contact tip contacts a face of a mating electronic component 
before any other part of structure 100. In an alternative 
embodiment, such as When beam 102 is sloped aWay from 
column elements 104 and substrate 106, pad 112 may be 
omitted, and contact tip 114 and alignment mark 116 may be 
attached directly to surface 108. In both cases, the contact tip 
114 and alignment mark 116 may be formed on a sacri?cial 
substrate and attached together to beam 102, thereby pro 
viding precise positioning of the alignment mark With 
respect to the contact tip as necessary to provide alignment 
that is at least about as accurate as aligning to the contact tip 
itself. 
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[0033] A side vieW of structure 100 is shoWn in FIG. 2A. 
Contact tip 114 is preferably located on pad 112 toWards 
columns 104 (i.e., toWards the secured base of beam 102), 
relative to alignment mark 116, Which is located toWards the 
free end of beam 102. This relative positioning helps to 
avoid accumulation of debris on the alignment mark, 
because debris tends to be pushed toWards the ?xed end 
(base) of beam 102 When tip 114 is pressed against a mating 
terminal. Also, positioning the alignment mark toWards the 
free end of the beam helps to avoid inadvertent contact 
betWeen the alignment mark and a mating substrate, because 
the free end of the beam tends to be depressed further aWay 
from the mating substrate than portions closer to its ?xed 
base. Contact With the mating substrate may damage the 
mark or cause it to be occluded With debris, and thus is 
usually not desirable. HoWever, for some applications, there 
may not be suf?cient available space to alloW for locating 
the alignment mark toWards the free (distal) end of beam 
102. In other cases, the beam may be con?gured differently 
so that a location closer to the distal end is disadvantageous 
for other reasons. For such applications, the alignment mark 
116 may be positioned closer to the ?xed base of beam 102, 
such as shoWn in plan vieW in FIG. 3C. 

[0034] FIG. 2B shoWs an enlarged side vieW of the tip 
structure 110, shoWing exemplary relative siZes and posi 
tions of a contact tip 114 and alignment mark 116 on a pad 
112. Contact tip 114 may be a truncated pyramid shape, 
having a height “hl” and a ?at surface 118 at its apex. In 
other embodiments of the invention, the contact tip may be 
pyramidal Without a truncated apex, or may be prism 
shaped, With or Without a truncated tip; or any other suitable 
shape such as a hemisphere. Pyramids and prisms are 
commonly used because they are tapered shapes capable of 
providing a Well-supported raised tip, and are readily formed 
by etching silicon anisotropically along its crystal planes to 
provide pyramidal or prism-shaped pits, and then using the 
silicon pits as an electroplating mold. HoWever, the inven 
tion is not limited to particular shapes of contact tips. 

[0035] Similarly, alignment mark 116 may also be prism 
or pyramidal shaped, because it is advantageous to form the 
mark 116 on the same sacri?cial substrate as the contact tip 
114 using the same silicon etching and plating technique. To 
avoid inadvertent contact With a mating component, mark 
116 preferably has a height “h2” that is substantially less 
than “hl,” such as, for example, betWeen about one-fourth to 
three-quarters of “hl.” The degree of difference betWeen 
“hl” and “h2” may vary depending on the requirements of 
the application and the geometry of the spring contact. For 
example, an alignment mark that is placed “inboard” of the 
contact tip, that is, closer to the ?xed end of beam 102, as 
shoWn in FIG. 3C, must be relatively short to prevent 
inadvertent contact With the mating component and build-up 
of debris on, the alignment mark. In comparison, an align 
ment mark “outboard” of the contact tip, that is, toWards the 
free end of the beam relative to the contact tip, as shoWn in 
FIGS. 2A and 2B, may be someWhat longer relative to the 
contact tip. Of course, Whatever the relative lengths of the 
contact tip and alignment mark, it is generally preferable that 
the alignment mark be positioned so as to not contact the 
mating component, and this Will usually mean that the 
alignment mark be made substantially shorter than the 
contact tip. 
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[0036] Consequently, as shown in FIG. 2B, the Width “W” 
of the alignment mark Will generally be less than the Width 
of the contact tip, especially When pyramidal or prism 
shaped features are used. At the same time, the Width of the 
mark must be at least great enough to be visible on the vision 
system that Will be used to align the contactor that the mark 
is on. Accordingly, it may be advantageous to increase at 
least one dimension of the alignment mark, for example, its 
length, to provide a more readily resolvable feature, While 
maintaining the height of the mark less than the correspond 
ing contact tips. 

[0037] The prism-shaped alignment mark 116 shoWn in 
plan vieW in FIG. 3A exempli?es such an approach. Mark 
116 may be compared With pyramidal alignment mark 120 
shoWn in plan vieW in FIG. 3B. Marks 120 and 116 have the 
same Width “W” and the same height “hl,” but mark 120 is 
square in plan vieW While mark 116 is elongated rectangular 
in plan vieW and extends for substantially the Width of pad 
120. In a vision system having a minimum resolvable feature 
siZe about equal to the plan area of mark 120, the mark Will 
appear as a single pixel or small cluster of pixels. As such, 
it may be dif?cult to distinguish from the surrounding 
environment that may contain irregularities, such as accu 
mulated debris or oxidation. Such irregularities may appear 
as single pixels or irregular clusters of pixels, creating a 
mottled background from Which it may be dif?cult to discern 
the alignment mark. By comparison, mark 116 Will appear as 
a line of pixels that is much more likely to stand in visual 
contrast to the surrounding environment. As shoWn in FIG. 
3C, in an embodiment of the invention, alignment mark 116 
has a length ‘11’ that is less than the Width length ‘12’ of pad 
112 so that an open region exists at each end of alignment 
mark 116. A point of the line, such as an endpoint or 
midpoint, may be selected for use as a reference point. 

[0038] In other embodiments of the invention, a slab 
shaped alignment feature, such as a pad, is provided on a 
contact structure, optionally separate from the pad of the 
contact tip. An exemplary circular slab-shaped alignment 
pad 126 is shoWn in FIGS. 4A-4B. Pad 126 is essentially a 
form of alignment mark produced at a different step of a 
process for forming microelectronic contacts. FIG. 4A 
shoWs a side vieW of the mark 126 and an adjacent tip 
structure 110 on a tip portion of a spring contact beam 102. 
FIG. 4B shoWs the same structure in plan vieW. Such 
slab-shaped pads shaped and positioned for alignment pur 
poses may be particularly useful for certain applications, for 
example, When there is very limited available height for an 
alignment mark, When the contact tip 114 is formed by some 
process other than an etch/plating process, or When a rela 
tively large alignment structure is desired. Alignment pad 
126 is preferably formed and attached to beam 102 in the 
same process steps With contact tip pad 112, thereby achiev 
ing accurate registration With respect to contact tip 114. 
Alignment pad 126 is preferably separate and spaced apart 
from pad 112, to avoid contamination With debris from tip 
114 and for greater visibility. Alignment pad 126 also 
preferably has a distinct shape for greater visibility. A 
circular shape is particularly preferred because the center of 
the circle is readily determined for use as a reference point, 
While the relatively large circle is readily visible. HoWever, 
any other suitable shape may be used. 

[0039] FIGS. SA-SE illustrate application of the forego 
ing structures to an exemplary contactor. Contactor 130 
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comprises a generally slab-shaped substrate 132, typically a 
ceramic material. As used herein, “contactor” includes spe 
cialiZed devices for making electrical contact With semicon 
ductor devices in Wafer form during the electrical testing of 
semiconductor devices. In addition, “contactor” may include 
any other device having a plurality of contact elements, for 
example, but not limited to, microelectronic spring contacts, 
for making contact With any type of mating component, 
Wherein the contacts on the contactor are aligned With the 
mating component using a vision system. 

[0040] As shoWn in FIG. 5A, a typical contactor may 
comprise a plurality of spring contacts 136, that may in turn 
be arrayed in a plurality of groups 138. In an embodiment of 
the invention, most of the plurality of spring contacts 136 
Will not have an alignment mark. A selected feW of the 
spring contacts, for example, the four spring contacts 134, 
are provided With an alignment mark. The marked contacts 
134 are located so that the position of all of the contacts 136 
may be accurately determined from the position of the 
marked contacts. For many applications, at least three or 
four alignment marks are needed to align the contactor. 
HoWever, additional marked contacts 134 may be provided 
for purposes of redundancy; for example, a marked contact 
may be provided in each group 138 (not shoWn). It should 
be appreciated that contactor 130 and contacts 136 are not 
draWn to scale. Furthermore, for illustrative clarity, contacts 
136 are draWn someWhat larger relative to contactor 130 
than may be typical for semiconductor Wafer applications. 
Details of contactor 130, contacts 136, and methods of 
making these components, may be as knoWn in the art or as 
otherWise disclosed in the incorporated references. 

[0041] FIG. 5B shoWs an enlarged vieW of a group of 
spring contacts 138 on contactor 130. A typical interleaved 
arrangement of the spring contacts 136 is apparent, as are 
individual beams 102 and contact tips 114 of each spring 
contact 142. The post or column elements are hidden behind 
the beam 102 of each spring contact. Also apparent is a 
distinctive-shaped pad 140. A relatively large pad, such as 
pad 140, may additionally provide space for a larger align 
ment mark; or may itself serve as an alignment mark. The 
distinctive shape of pad 140 facilitates locating the marked 
contactor 134. The pad 140 may be located using a vision 
system at loW magni?cation, because of its relatively large 
siZe and distinctive shape. Then, magni?cation of the vision 
system may be increased to locate the alignment mark on the 
contactor 134. 

[0042] FIG. 5C shoWs the marked contact 134 and adja 
cent unmarked contacts 142. The components of unmarked 
contacts 142 and marked contact 134 are more readily 
apparent in this enlarged vieW. Pad 112, contact tip 114, and 
beam 102 of each contact 142 are apparent. Tip 114, pad 
140, beam 102, and alignment mark 116 of contact 134 are 
also apparent. The free end 146 and ?xed end 148 of the 
contacts 142, 134 are also indicated respectively. In an 
embodiment of the invention, unmarked contacts 142 and 
marked contacts 134 are provided With the same type of 
beams 102 and contact tips 114. HoWever, in alternative 
embodiments, the marked contact 134 may use a beam 
con?guration and/or contact tip con?guration that is differ 
ent from unmarked contacts 142. For example, in an 
embodiment of the invention, structure 134 serves only as a 
support for an alignment mark, and has no contact tip. 
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[0043] FIG. 5D shows an enlarged vieW of pad 140 at the 
free end 146 of beam 102. A prism-shape alignment mark 
116 is provided on pad 140, as previously described With 
respect to FIGS. 2A-2B. Alternatively, the circular portion 
of pad 140 may be used as the aligning feature, and mark 116 
may be omitted. Or, more than one alignment mark may be 
provided on the same pad 140, for example, tWo parallel 
alignment marks like mark 116 may be provided. A cross 
shaped mark 144, as shoWn in FIG. 5E, comprised of tWo 
crossed prisms, may be particularly helpful for indicating a 
reference point at the intersection of the cross. Each of the 
foregoing marks may be made using a lithographic mask/ 
etch process as described beloW. 

[0044] FIG. 6 shoWs a perspective vieW of a sacri?cial 
substrate 150 covered by a resist layer 152 during an 
exemplary step of a method for making an alignment mark 
according to the invention. Substrate 150 is typically a 
silicon substrate and has a planar face extending for a region 
preferably at least as large as the face of the contactor to be 
provided With spring contacts. Other substrate materials may 
be used if su?iciently uniform and capable of providing a 
planar surface that may be uniformly and predictably etched 
under a patterned resist layer. Resist layer 152 may be any 
suitable photo-resist material, as knoWn in the art. Layer 152 
is patterned to provide square openings 154 (four of many 
shoWn) in the positions Where contact tips are desired and 
rectangular openings 156 (one of many shoWn) Where 
alignment marks are desired. As should be apparent, a 
square hole Will yield a pyramidal pit When the underlying 
substrate is etched, and a rectangular hole Will yield a 
prism-shaped pit. Other shapes, e.g., crosses, cones, trun 
cated cones, etc., may be provided by a suitable combination 
of substrate and opening shape. 

[0045] FIG. 7A shoWs a cross-section through exemplary 
ones of the square openings 154 and rectangular openings 
156 after etching of substrate 152. In an embodiment of the 
invention, the etching is halted at a point before the pyra 
midal pit is fully etched. At this point, prism-shaped pit 160, 
although over-etched, is shalloWer than pit 158. That is, the 
depth of pit 158 is controlled primarily by the time of 
exposure to the etch solution While the depth of pit 160 is 
controlled primarily by the relative siZe of opening 156. 
After pit 160 is etched to the edge of opening 156, further 
etching (“over-etching”), should proceed more sloWly than 
etching of adjacent pit 158. Production of adjacent pits of 
different and controllable depth is thereby achieved. 

[0046] FIG. 7B shoWs the same portion of substrate after 
further processing, as folloWs. After the desired pit depths 
are achieved, etching is halted and resist layer 152 is 
removed as knoWn in the art. Typically, a conductive seed 
and/or release layer 164 is applied over the surface of the 
substrate to facilitate subsequent electroplating and release 
of the tip structure from substrate 150. Suitable materials for 
seed and/or release layer 164 are knoWn in the art, or are 
described in the incorporated references. A second resist 
layer is applied as knoWn in the art and patterned to reveal 
a pad-shaped opening 166 for electroplating a tip structure 
and support pad for an alignment mark. FIG. 7B shoWs a 
single opening disposed over both pits 158 and 156. HoW 
ever, tWo separate openings (one disposed over each pit 156, 
158) may be provided for forming separate pads, if desired. 
Furthermore, for embodiments Where no raised alignment 
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mark is to be formed, e.g., Where the alignment mark is 
pad-shaped, pit 156 may be omitted. 

[0047] The pad shaped opening 166 is then ?lled With one 
or more metallic layers 168, 170, such as by electroplating, 
to provide a ?lled opening as shoWn in FIG. 7C. The 
composition of layers 168, 170 is as knoWn in the art. Any 
number or composition of layers may be used, and the 
invention is not limited thereby. The exposed surface 172 of 
the topmost layer 170 may then be planariZed, such as by 
chemical-mechanical polishing, and the second resist layer 
162 is removed to reveal a tip structure 110, comprised of a 
pad 112, a contact tip 114, and an alignment mark 116, as 
shoWn in FIG. 7D and as previously described. It should be 
apparent that a plurality of similar tip structures, for 
example, some With alignment marks like mark 116, others 
With only one of a contact tip or alignment mark, and 
perhaps others With no contact tip or alignment mark at all, 
Will be present on substrate 150, having their exposed 
surfaces in substantially the same plane. Such tip structures 
are then ready for joining to an array of spring contacts like, 
for example, those shoWn in FIGS. 5A-5C. It should be 
appreciated that tip structures 110 may take a variety of 
shapes and are not limited to the pyramidal shape discussed 
in the preceding paragraphs. 

[0048] FIG. 7E shoWs a cross-section of an exemplary 
contact structure 134 during a step for joining beam 102 to 
tip structure 110. A joining material 178, such as a solder 
paste, is accurately dispensed on surface 172, as knoWn in 
the art. Substrate 150 is placed in a suitable holding ?xture 
and substrate 106, With a plurality of contact structures in 
place on its surface, is loWered in parallel relationship to 
substrate 150 and aligned so that each contact structure, e. g., 
contact structure 134, is aligned With a corresponding tip 
structure, e.g., structure 110. The substrates are moved 
together until the joining material contacts both tip structure 
110 and beam 102. The joining material is then activated, 
e.g., by heating, Which then pulls the tip structure and beam 
together by surface tension to a relatively uniform position 
in Which the material is hardened (such as by cooling). 
Careful control over the surface properties of the material to 
be joined, the amount of joining material applied per unit 
area, the alignment of substrates 106 and 150, and curing 
conditions (such as temperature), Will generally yield a 
uniform thickness of bond over the large plurality of tip 
structures across a contactor substrate. The bond thickness 

affects the accuracy With Which the Z-position (direction 
perpendicular to substrate 106) of the contact tips and 
alignment marks are knoWn. The x- and y-positions (posi 
tions in a plane parallel to substrate 106) are ?xed by the 
sacri?cial substrate and pattern masking steps. Hence, the 
position of adjacent tip structures and alignment marks can 
be determined With the required accuracy in three dimen 
sions across the substrate. The positional accuracy can be 
con?rmed by comparing measured versus expected posi 
tions of selected contact tips across a substrate, relative to 
the principal alignment marks. If variances exceed the 
speci?ed tolerance (e.g., 1/z the semiconductor device termi 
nal pitch), the substrate should be repaired or discarded. 

[0049] Alignment marks need not be placed on contact 
structures exactly like the structures Which carry contact 
tips. The alignment function of the marks may also be 
realiZed by placing them on elevated platforms that are 
constructed to provide a mounting surface substantially 
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co-planar With the surfaces to Which the contact tips are 
mounted. The elevated platform may be resilient, or sup 
ported to be substantially rigid (i.e., substantially non 
resilient). A plan vieW of a substantially rigid elevated 
platform 180 adjacent to spring contacts 184 on a substrate 
106 is shoWn in FIG. 8A. The con?guration shoWn in FIG. 
8A may be desirable in applications Which use contact 
“microtips”182 on tip structures 194, and correspondingly 
small contact structures 184. Structures 184 may be too 
small to support alignment marks 188, 192. Therefore, an 
elevated platform 180 With a relatively large beam 186 may 
be provided for mounting the alignment marks. Alignment 
marks 188, 192 may thus be formed on the same sacri?cial 
substrate as microtips 182, and transferred together With the 
microtips to structures 180, 184 on substrate 106. Registra 
tion betWeen the alignment marks and the microtips is 
achieved in the same Way as previously described. 

[0050] A side cross-section of platform 180 is shoWn in 
FIG. 8B, With portions of contact structures 184, and 
especially, tip structures 194, visible behind the platform. 
Pad-type alignment mark 192 has a smooth surface Without 
raised or recessed structures. Recessed alignment marks 188 
are provided in an upper surface of pad 190. Beam 186 is 
supported along its length by four columns 104, and is 
accordingly substantially rigid relative to cantilevered 
beams of spring contacts 184. 

[0051] When the alignment marks are large relative to the 
contact tips, if may be preferable to use pad-type marks like 
mark 192 or recessed marks like marks 188. Raised align 
ment marks may be less preferred for such applications, 
because of the small clearance provided by the contact tips. 
Furthermore, contact tips like microtips 182 may not pro 
vide suf?cient vertical clearance even When the alignment 
marks are not raised, e.g., pad-type mark 192 and/or marks 
188 beloW the surface of pad 190. Therefore, it may be 
further desirable to recess the pad-type mark and pads for 
alignment marks beloW the base of the microtips, as shoWn 
in FIG. 8B. At the same time, hoWever, the alignment marks 
and/or their pads are preferably formed on the same sacri 
?cial substrate as the microtips, for the purpose of main 
taining accurate registration betWeen the marks and the tips. 
To achieve the desired structure on the same sacri?cial 
substrate, a different sequence of manufacturing steps than 
previously described is used. 

[0052] FIGS. 9A-9F shoW cross-sectional vieWs of a 
substrate and materials layered thereon during steps of an 
exemplary sequence for making relatively large alignment 
marks adjacent to microtips. The sacri?cial substrate 200 
may be silicon or other etchable material as previously 
described. A ?rst resist layer 202 is deposited and patterned 
to reveal most of the substrate 200 except for directly over 
Where any recessed alignment marks are to be formed. The 
substrate 200 is then etched to provide protrusions under the 
remaining areas of resist 202. The shape of the protrusions 
Will depend on the etching properties of the substrate 200, 
the etching method employed, and the shape of the resist 
areas 202. For example, under-etching a rectangular resist 
area on a crystalline silicon substrate Will provide a trun 
cated prism-shaped protrusion. An exemplary cross-section 
of tWo such protrusions 204 is shoWn in FIG. 9A. 

[0053] The ?rst resist layer 206 is then stripped and a 
second resist layer 206 is applied and patterned to reveal 
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pad-shaped openings like opening 208 Where tip structures 
are to be formed. The substrate is again etched to provide a 
plurality of pad-shaped recesses like recess 209 shoWn in 
FIG. 9B. 

[0054] The second resist layer is then stripped, and a third 
resist layer 210 is applied and patterned to provide a 
plurality of small openings like opening 212 Where contact 
tips are to be formed. The substrate 200 is again etched to 
form a plurality of pyramidal pits like pit 214 shoWn in FIG. 
9C. 

[0055] The third resist layer is then stripped and a seed/ 
release layer (not shoWn) is applied. A fourth resist layer (not 
shoWn) is applied to substrate 200 and patterned to provide 
pad-shaped openings over protrusions 204 and pits 214, 
similarly to as previously described in connection With FIG. 
7B. The substrate is then plated With one or more layers of 
metal to substantially ?ll the openings, and the exposed 
plated areas are planariZed, similarly to as previously 
described in connection With FIG. 7C. The fourth resist 
layer is removed to reveal a plurality of tip structures 194 
and recessed alignment marks 188 in pads 190, like those 
shoWn in FIG. 9D. The tip structures and pads have pla 
nariZed mounting surfaces 216 suitable for joining to a 
plurality of contact structures, similarly to as previously 
described in connection With FIG. 7E. Structures like those 
shoWn in FIGS. 8A-8B may thereby be produced. 

[0056] It should also be appreciated that the alignment 
mark may be added to the tip structure after producing the 
tip structure, for example, by further selective etching or 
laser marking. Although it is generally preferable to form the 
alignment marks in the same lithographic step as the contact 
tips, this may not alWays be possible. For example, it some 
cases it may be desirable to add alignment marks to a 
contactor that Was manufactured Without them. The folloW 
ing example exempli?es a method for adding alignment 
marks in a later step. 

[0057] Referring to FIG. 10A, the pad 300 of tip structure 
312 includes a contact tip 314, Which may be produced, for 
example, by one of the processes described above. Tip 
structure 312 may optionally be mounted to a beam 302 of 
a spring structure. Marking area 304 is provided in Which the 
alignment mark is to be placed. In FIG. 10B, a laser marking 
system 324 can be aligned by targeting a loW poWer beam 
326 on the contact tip 314, and then offset a de?ned distance 
to a marking location 320. The laser 324 may then be ?red 
to emit a higher poWer beam 328 of su?icient poWer to 
create a precise mark 316 (shoWn in FIG. 10C). The 
marking location 316 (target of the laser beam) is offset a 
predetermined spatial distance, for example, an offset in x, 
and y and directions is shoWn. The offset may additionally 
include an offset in a Z-direction (not shoWn). As shoWn in 
FIG. 10C, the mark 316 is de?ned at the center of the target 
of the laser beam. Alignment of a contactor using a subse 
quently formed mark, such as mark 316, as a reference point 
is possible. By Way of further example, direct deposition of 
mark 316 can be accomplished using a gas phase organo 
metallic precursor and ion beam direct Write. The contact tip 
314 is targeted and then the ion beam assisted metal depo 
sition is used to create the features of Mark 316 a de?ned 
offset aWay from the contact tip. 

[0058] In some embodiments of the invention, the relative 
position(s) of the contact tips may be measured and recorded 
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in a data ?le or database. This data may be obtained from the 
design process, or measured directly after fabrication by 
optical or other measurement methods. Such data may be 
particularly useful for contactors having a plurality of con 
tacts and alignment marks, Where the amount of offset 
betWeen the contact tips of the contacts and the alignments 
marks varies someWhat from contact to contact across the 
contactor. Such variations may be more likely to occur When 
the alignment marks are not formed in the same lithographic 
step as the contact tips, such as, for example, When the 
alignment marks are formed by laser. To obtain such data, a 
single point, such as the tip of a contact tip on the contactor, 
is preferably selected as a reference point. It can sometimes 
be assumed that all of the contact tips are in substantially 
?xed relation to the reference point, but for precise posi 
tioning, it may be desirable to measure the positions of the 
contact tips as Well. The position of each alignment mark 
relative to one or more adjacent contact tips (i.e., the offset) 
may then be measured. From the measured offsets the 
coordinates of the alignment mark With respect to the ?xed 
reference point may be determined, irrespective of any 
variations in offset distances. The coordinate data may then 
be input into the test system used to align and place the 
contact tips for the testing operation, and thus an optimal 
alignment betWeen the contactor and the device or Wafer to 
be tested can be obtained. 

[0059] A method for aligning and contacting correspond 
ing arrays of microelectronic contact elements using align 
ment marks is exempli?ed as folloWs. The arrays comprise 
a ?rst array and a second array, and the object is to achieve 
contact betWeen corresponding contact elements of the ?rst 
array and of the second array. The contact elements of the 
?rst array comprise a plurality of contact tips in a substan 
tially ?xed relationship to the ?rst array, and a plurality of 
alignment features. Selected ones of the contact elements of 
the ?rst array each further comprises an alignment feature 
spaced apart from a contact tip, as described above. The ?rst 
array may comprise contact elements of a probe card, and 
the second array may comprise contact elements of a Wafer, 
but the invention is not limited thereby. 

[0060] The method comprises, as an initial step, determin 
ing coordinates of the plurality of alignment features relative 
to selected ones of the plurality of contact tips of the ?rst 
array. This can be accomplished by direct measurement, or 
based on a knoWn relationship betWeen elements formed 
using a pattern-masking/etch process. The second array is 
maintained in a knoWn position, such as by being held in a 
Wafer chuck mounted to the frame of a testing system. The 
?rst array is also mounted in a corresponding movable test 
head of the testing system. When the arrays are mounted in 
a suitable testing system, a position of the ?rst array relative 
to the second array is determined by transforming measured 
positions of the plurality of alignment features relative to the 
second array using the coordinates. That is, the position of 
the contact tips of the ?rst array is determined by measuring 
the position of the alignment features and applying a suitable 
correction based on the coordinate data. The ?rst array is 
then positioned relative to the second array based on its 
determined position until contact is achieved betWeen cor 
responding contact elements of the ?rst array and of the 
second array. The position of the contact tips may be 
repeatedly determined as often as desired during the posi 
tioning process. Using the method, the contact tips can be 
positioned With accuracy to contact corresponding pads or 
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other contact elements of the second array, Without any need 
to ?nd or measure the location of the contact tips themselves 
during the testing process. 

[0061] Having thus described a preferred embodiment of 
?ducial alignment marks on microelectronic contacts, it 
should be apparent to those skilled in the art that certain 
advantages of the Within system have been achieved. It 
should also be appreciated that various modi?cations, adap 
tations, and alternative embodiments thereof may be made 
Within the scope and spirit of the present invention. For 
example, a ?ducial alignment mark on or adjacent to a pad 
With a contact tip has been illustrated, but it should be 
apparent that the inventive concepts described above Would 
be equally applicable to any ?ducial mark that is attached to 
(or formed on) an array of contacts in the same manufac 
turing step as the contact tips of the array. Furthermore, the 
inventive concepts Would also be applicable to alignment 
marks that are placed on other types of microelectronic 
contacts than shoWn herein, in registration With, or in 
measured relation to co-located contact tips. For example, 
alignment marks may be placed on membrane probe cards or 
on contact elements that are not primarily resilient, such as 
on buckling-type probes. Similarly, the method of aligning 
arrays of contact elements using alignment marks on contact 
elements of at least one of the arrays is not limited to use 
With a particular type of contactor or device. Rather, the 
method may be used With any array of contact elements 
upon Which it is possible to place alignment marks or 
features in registration or measured relation With the contact 
tips or points of such contact elements. The invention is 
further de?ned by the folloWing claims. 

1-14. (canceled) 
15. A method for forming a tip structure for a microelec 

tronic contact, the tip structure comprising an alignment 
mark and a contact tip, said method comprising the steps of: 

forming the contact tip and the alignment mark on a 
sacri?cial substrate; 

transferring the contact tip and the alignment mark to a 
component of a microelectronic contact; and 

removing the sacri?cial substrate after said transferring 
step. 

16. The method according to claim 15, further comprising 
forming the contact tip and the alignment mark by etching 
the sacri?cial substrate through a patterned resist layer to 
form depressions therein, and depositing a material in the 
depressions. 

17. The method according to claim 16, further comprising 
forming a pad attached to each of the contact tip and the 
alignment mark by depositing a material in an opening in a 
patterned sacri?cial layer on the sacri?cial substrate, 
Wherein the opening is positioned over the depressions. 

18. The method according to claim 15, Wherein said 
forming step further comprises forming the contact tip by 
etching the sacri?cial substrate through a patterned resist 
layer to form a depression. 

19. The method according to claim 18, further comprising 
depositing a sacri?cial layer on the sacri?cial substrate after 
said forming step, patterning the sacri?cial layer to de?ne a 
?rst opening therein positioned over the depression, and 
depositing a material in the ?rst opening to form a pad 
attached to the contact tip. 
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20. The method according to claim 19, further comprising 
patterning the sacri?cial layer to de?ne at least one second 
opening, and depositing a material in the second opening to 
form the alignment mark adjacent to and separate from the 
pad, the alignment mark having a thickness substantially 
equal to the pad. 

21. The method according to claim 20, further comprising 
providing the alignment mark With at least one depression in 
a surface thereof by de?ning the at least one second opening 
over a protrusion on the sacri?cial substrate. 

22. The method according to claim 21, further comprising 
forming the protrusion prior to said forming the contact tip 
step by depositing a resist layer on the sacri?cial substrate, 
removing the resist layer except in a location Where the 
protrusion is to be formed, etching the sacri?cial substrate to 
form the protrusion, and removing the resist layer. 

23. A method for forming a contactor having a plurality of 
microelectronic contacts and a plurality of alignment marks, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

providing a contactor substrate having a plurality of 
microelectronic contacts thereon; 

forming the plurality of contact tips and the plurality of 
alignment marks on a sacri?cial substrate; 

transferring the plurality of contact tips and the plurality 
of alignment marks to the plurality of microelectronic 
contacts; and 

removing the sacri?cial substrate after said transferring 
step. 

24. The method according to claim 23, further comprising 
forming the plurality of contact tips and the plurality of 
alignment marks by etching the sacri?cial substrate through 
a patterned resist layer to form depressions therein, and 
depositing a material in the depressions. 

25. The method according to claim 24, further comprising 
forming a plurality of pads, one of the plurality of pads 
attached to each of the plurality of contact tips and to each 
of the plurality of alignment marks, by depositing a material 
in a plurality of openings in a patterned sacri?cial layer on 
the sacri?cial substrate, Wherein each of the plurality of 
openings is positioned over at least one of the depressions. 

26. The method according to claim 23, Wherein said 
forming step further comprises forming the plurality of 
contact tips by etching the sacri?cial substrate through a 
patterned resist layer to form a plurality of depressions. 

27. The method according to claim 26, further comprising 
depositing a sacri?cial layer on the sacri?cial substrate after 
said forming step, patterning the sacri?cial layer to de?ne a 
?rst plurality of openings therein each positioned over one 
of the plurality of depressions, and depositing a material in 
the ?rst plurality of openings to form a plurality of pads each 
attached to one of the plurality of contact tips. 

28. The method according to claim 27, further comprising 
patterning the sacri?cial layer to de?ne a second plurality of 
openings, and depositing a material in the second plurality 
of openings to form the plurality of alignment marks adja 
cent to and separate from the plurality of pads, the plurality 
of alignment marks having a thickness substantially equal to 
the plurality of pads. 

29. The method according to claim 28, further comprising 
providing at least selected ones of the plurality of alignment 
marks With at least one depression in a surface thereof by 
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de?ning each of at least selected ones of the second plurality 
of openings over at least one of a plurality of protrusions on 
the sacri?cial substrate. 

30. The method according to claim 29, further comprising 
forming the plurality of protrusions prior to said forming the 
plurality of contact tips step by depositing a resist layer on 
the sacri?cial substrate, removing the resist layer except 
Where ones of the plurality of protrusions are to be formed, 
etching the sacri?cial substrate to form the plurality of 
protrusions, and removing the resist layer. 

31. A method for forming a microelectronic contact 
structure, comprising an alignment mark and a contact tip, 
said method comprising the steps of: 

forming a microelectronic contact structure comprising a 
contact tip attached to a supporting structure; and 

forming an alignment mark on the supporting structure a 
de?ned o?fset distance aWay from the contact tip. 

32. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the second 
forming step further comprises forming the alignment mark 
using a laser. 

33. The method according to claim 31, Wherein the second 
forming step further comprises forming the alignment mark 
using a ion-beam assisted metal deposition. 

34. The method according to claim 31, further comprising 
recording coordinates of the de?ned o?fset distance relative 
to the contact tip. 

35. The method according to claim 31, Wherein said ?rst 
forming step further comprises forming the contact tip on a 
sacri?cial substrate, transferring the contact tip to the sup 
porting structure, and removing the sacri?cial substrate after 
said transferring step. 

36. The method according to claim 31, Wherein said 
second forming step further comprises forming the align 
ment mark on a sacri?cial substrate, transferring the align 
ment mark to the supporting structure, and removing the 
sacri?cial substrate after said transferring step. 

37. The method according to claim 36, Wherein said ?rst 
forming step further comprises forming the contact tip on 
the sacri?cial substrate, transferring the contact tip to the 
supporting structure, and removing the sacri?cial substrate 
after said transferring step. 

38. A method for aligning and contacting corresponding 
arrays of microelectronic contact elements comprising a ?rst 
array and a second array to achieve contact betWeen corre 
sponding contact elements of the ?rst array and of the 
second array, Wherein the contact elements of the ?rst array 
comprise a plurality of contact tips and a plurality of 
alignment features, and selected ones of the contact elements 
of the ?rst array each further comprises an alignment feature 
spaced apart from a contact tip, the method comprising: 

determining coordinates of the plurality of alignment 
features relative to selected ones of the plurality of 
contact tips of the ?rst array; 

maintaining the second array in a knoWn position; 

determining a determined position of the ?rst array rela 
tive to the second array by transforming measured 
positions of the plurality of alignment features relative 
to the second array using the coordinates; 

positioning the ?rst array relative to the second array 
using the determined position to achieve contact 
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between corresponding contact elements of the ?rst 
array and of the second array. 

39. The method of claim 38, further comprising creating 
a data ?le of the coordinates and providing the data ?le to a 
robotic system for aligning the ?rst array With the second 
array. 

40. The method of claim 38, further comprising measur 
ing the measured positions of the plurality of alignment 
features using a machine vision system. 

41. The method of claim 38, further comprising continu 
ously repeating said second determining step during said 
positioning step. 

42. The method of claim 38, Wherein the plurality of 
contact tips of the ?rst array are in a substantially ?xed 
relationship to the ?rst array during the ?rst and second 
determining steps. 
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43. A method for aligning an array of contact elements on 
a contactor With corresponding contact elements on a 

device, the method comprising: 

forming an alignment feature on at least one of the contact 
elements on the contactor, Wherein the alignment fea 
ture is spaced apart from a contact tip of the at least one 
of the contact elements; 

determining a position of the alignment feature relative to 
the contact tip; and 

aligning the contactor With the device using the position 
of the alignment feature. 


